Application of evaporative light scattering detection to the characterization of combinatorial and parallel synthesis libraries for pharmaceutical drug discovery.
The advent of combinatorial and parallel synthesis methodologies in drug discovery have necessitated the development of analytical techniques which permit high throughput quantitative analysis of mixtures of small organic molecules. High pressure liquid chromatography with evaporative light scattering detection has become the major tool for this task. In this article we briefly review the theory of evaporative light scattering detection and the design of commercial instruments, as well as discuss the operational constraints imposed by the exigency of analyzing en masse the product libraries generated by these new drug discovery methods. The application of evaporative light scattering detection to library analysis is illustrated using examples from our library synthesis program. Complemented by ultraviolet absorbance detection for purity assessment and mass spectrometry for product identification, evaporative light scattering detection is the only technique affording sufficient accuracy and sensitivity for high throughput library analysis.